
SHOWS AND PERFORMANCES
Alucinarte Animación Teatral



WALKWAYS
PERFORMANCE

HUMAN STATUES
AND CHARACTERS

STILTWALKERS
AERIAL DANCE

ANIMATIONS A LA CARTE

ENJOY THE TOUR!



ALL THE CHARACTERS OF THIS 
DOSSIER IN COMBINATION WITH 

OTHER CHARACTERS CAN FORM A 
NEW WALKWAY.

WALKWAYS



Show of light, volume and height that combines six 
performers with inflatable elements and fantasy costumes. 
On stilts and / or on the ground. Ideal for parades and any 
event. Possibility of musical cart. 

FANTASY

https://youtu.be/vFvZr68hdsU
https://youtu.be/EJ4rMjJ8GTM

https://youtu.be/vFvZr68hdsU
https://youtu.be/EJ4rMjJ8GTM


FANTASY
https://youtu.be/vFvZr68hdsU
https://youtu.be/EJ4rMjJ8GTM

https://youtu.be/vFvZr68hdsU
https://youtu.be/EJ4rMjJ8GTM


FANTASY
https://youtu.be/vFvZr68hdsU
https://youtu.be/EJ4rMjJ8GTM

https://youtu.be/vFvZr68hdsU
https://youtu.be/EJ4rMjJ8GTM


Giant and with their eight 
articulated tentacles, four 
octopuses animated by 
the magic director, impress 
and play with their dances 
with the public. In addition, 
the parade can be 
accompanied with 
recorded music or live 
music.

OCTOPOPS

https://youtu.be/XORoYl_i-j0 
https://vimeo.com/434029293
https://youtu.be/oKsM_91JOjI

https://youtu.be/XORoYl_i-j0
https://vimeo.com/434029293
https://youtu.be/oKsM_91JOjI




THE PRINCE BIKES

Five colorful and 
picturesque characters 
dazzle the parade. Three 
intrepid drivers dance and 
play on the road with their 
bright and colorful bicycles, 
of different shapes and 
sizes. While the two stilt 
walkers, dressed for the 
occasion, frame the scene 
with their cubist masks and 
elements with more lights!

- 3 bicycles with leds
- 2 stiltwalers fluor+leds
- amplifier

https://youtu.be/OBLqXQIppdE

https://youtu.be/OBLqXQIppdE




It is an imposing parade, 
four dragons travel from 
different parts of the 
world, as far as he invokes 
them, to surprise all 
audiences.

https://www.facebook.com
/AlucinarteAnimacionTeat
ral/videos/45199909863787
6/

DRAGONS

https://www.facebook.com/AlucinarteAnimacionTeatral/videos/451999098637876/
https://www.facebook.com/AlucinarteAnimacionTeatral/videos/451999098637876/
https://www.facebook.com/AlucinarteAnimacionTeatral/videos/451999098637876/
https://www.facebook.com/AlucinarteAnimacionTeatral/videos/451999098637876/


https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=ui5oBzlTWsA

Vola, Blublu, the unmasked 
horseman, and the 
elephants Tero and Lio met 
one beautiful day in the 
heart of the earth to 
explore the world. Their 
passage through the 
places they visit is a 
spectacle of unforgettable 
joy, color and tenderness.

EARTH 
CHRONICLES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ui5oBzlTWsA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ui5oBzlTWsA


Lio and Wise are two 
human puppets, two cute 
elephants that sweeten the 
streets, accompanied by 
the figure of a caretaker 
who accompanies them. 
You can also theme the 
parade with artists clown, 
cabaret, india, circus, etc.
With music cart or live 
music.

https://youtu.be/Qlf1SwkPmZE
https://youtu.be/-qNmo-Mi--0

ELEPHANTS 
FAMILY

https://youtu.be/Qlf1SwkPmZE
https://youtu.be/-qNmo-Mi--0


https://youtu.be/nRs9B0HU5qI
https://youtu.be/Qlf1SwkPmZE
https://youtu.be/-qNmo-Mi--0

https://youtu.be/nRs9B0HU5qI
https://youtu.be/Qlf1SwkPmZE
https://youtu.be/-qNmo-Mi--0




Attractive characters from 
the Burning Man or 
Steampunk universe. We 
offer you a performance 
on stilts with LEDs, on the 
ground and with a live 
musical option, an 
elephant, two dragons, 
etc. Ideal for parades and 
all kinds of events.

https://vimeo.com/435515
244

STEAMPUNK

https://vimeo.com/435515244
https://vimeo.com/435515244






IN THIS SECTION WE PRESENT YOU OUR 
NUMBERS, HUMAN STATUES AND 

ANIMATIONS.
ASK ABOUT THE POSSIBILITIES OF 
ADAPTATION IN STANDS, MUSICAL 

STATUES, FLOOR, STRUCTURES, ETC.

PERFORMANCE



Inexplicable and 
hypnotizing, two friendly 
characters with three 
limbs change in size, 
animated by the music 
or the melody of a live 
musician.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=xYKU4Q9vW9s

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IIArKUttAQI

PIPPELINE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYKU4Q9vW9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYKU4Q9vW9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYKU4Q9vW9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYKU4Q9vW9s


VIDEO
https://youtu.be/GCCIEq6QSqs

LASER WOMAN is a 
performance that catches 
the viewer's attention, 
generating a surprising 
atmosphere with light, 
movement and music 
games.

LASER 
WOMAN

https://youtu.be/GCCIEq6QSqs


The knight has the oldest 
defined movement of any 
chess piece. It was first 
introduced in the Indian 
game of chaturanga 
around the 6th century; it 
has not changed since

KNIGHT
black and white



Opanimals is a 
performance that 
mixes opart, 
fantasy and 
polygonal animals 
with intense blue 
finishes, ready to 
surprise everyone.

OPANIMALS



Inspired by film noir in 
juxtaposition with the 
Marbel aesthetic, we 
present an authentic 2D 
experience that plays with 
visual perception.

https://youtube.com/short
s/du_LTmPGOYw?feature=s
hare

GANGS



CITY OF THE 
WIND

Spectacular urban 
characters, red and purple 
with wind effects in each of 
its elements

Adaptable to levitating 
structures, mobile elements, 
etc.



CITY OF THE 
WIND

Spectacular urban 
characters, red and 
purple with wind effects in 
each of its elements

Adaptable to levitating 
structures, mobile 
elements, etc.



CITY OF THE 
WIND

Spectacular urban 
characters, red and 
purple with wind effects in 
each of its elements

Adaptable to levitating 
structures, mobile 
elements, etc.



¡this is not a painting!

Two art box inspired by 
Picasso portraits with a 
contemporary touch, 
frame and internal 
lighting that generates a 
perception of a magical 
canvas.

90x90x190

PICASSO
ART BOX



FLOWER FACE
ART BOX

Art box inspired by 
the surrealist works 
of Magritte and his 
disturbing characters 
with their faces 
covered. Frame and 
internal lighting that 
generates a 
perception of a 
magical canvas.



This is not a painting!

Pierrot art box, a 
character that mimics 
the public, generating a 
feeling of tenderness 
and kindness. Frame 
and internal lighting 
that creates a magical 
atmosphere.

90x90x190

PIERROT
ART BOX



ART BOX
EYES IN HANDS

Haunting art box in which 
a woman sees through her 
hands. Visitors can browse 
the books in front of the 
painting.
Frame and internal 
lighting that creates a 
magical atmosphere.

90x90x190



The lover waiting
Altered situation of the 
famous work "Lovers" by 
Magritte. Character in 
various situations waiting 
and searching for his 
uncertain beloved. Frame 
and internal lighting that 
generates a perception of 
a magical canvas.

90x90x190

ART BOX
THE LOVER



TENNIS PLAYER



STEAMPUNK
COUPLE



THE ANALIST

Green, red, orange, ... 
different characters of 
solid color creating any 
scene generating 
dialogues between 
characters, or alone.



Variety of solid color 
characters for all kinds of 
events.

COLORFULL



Play with Mario! 
Interactive performance 
with Super Mario. 
Its scenery consists of the 
classic Arcade machine. 
Where young and old 
interact with the famous 
character of all time.

MARIO
BROSS



Barcelona, 23rd April, 
the streets fill with 
people and every five 
steps you find yourself 
surrounded by roses 
and books. People 
walking hand-in-hand, 
a boy offering a red 
rose to his partner, 
declaring his love, or a 
mother buying her 
children a book.

ST.JORDI 
DRAGON



VIDEO
https://www.instagram.co
m/p/CDb9O-9iiJH/?utm_s
ource=ig_web_copy_link 

Optimus Prime and 
Megatron are two 
well-known entertainment 
characters (comics, games, 
movies, etc.) from the 
planet Cybertron. 
Imposing, on stilts.

TRANSFORMERS

https://www.instagram.com/p/CDb9O-9iiJH/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CDb9O-9iiJH/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CDb9O-9iiJH/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


PREDATORS
Female and male predators.
The performers embody the 
characters from the popular 
science fiction action movie.



Alien, the eighth passenger. 
Character from the well-known 
1979 sci-fi horror film directed by 
Ridly Scott.

ALIEN



ALIEN
vs
PREDATOR



ASTRONAUT

Helmet with integrated 
LEDs. Possibility of 
character on the ground 
and on stilts.



Vibrant and impressive 
performance, with various 
characters, sets and 
options to choose from.
(characters on stilts and 
ground)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=PD_83bvc56E

LIVING PAITING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PD_83bvc56E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PD_83bvc56E


Vibrant and impressive 
performance, with various 
characters, sets and 
options to choose from.
(characters on stilts and 
ground)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=PD_83bvc56E

LIVING PAITING
Neptune

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PD_83bvc56E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PD_83bvc56E


LIVING PAITING
Reader

Inspiring reading 
performance, this 
living statue 
levitates in the 
world of literature.



LIVING PAITING
Angel



LIVING PAITING
Couple

This vibrant and 
impressive duo of 
colors will awaken 
your creative 
imagination, let your 
mind travel to the 
worlds of painting 
with this performance 
of living strokes in 
motion



Musical performance. 
Steampunk style 
saxophonist.

JAZZTRONIC



Tin robot, old and 
futuristic, steampunk. 

ROBOT



Biker driving an invisible 
motorcycle, against the 
wind, to some imaginary 
place.

THE BIKER





Bronze, Silver, Gold
Going out the front door!
Give your events the touch 
of authenticity.
Ideal for cultural, 
traditional, musical events.

TOREROS





GOLDEN AGE
COUPLE

Elegant performance, 
golden couple that 
transports us to the 20th 
century.



SILVER ERA
COUPLE

Elegant performance, 
silver couple that 
transports us to the 20th 
century.



Subtle performance of 
golden ancient female 
statue.

GOLDEN LADY



Subtle performance of 
ancient silver female 
statue.

SILVER LADY



GOLDEN
CENTAUR

Creature from Greek 
mythology with the head, 
arms and torso of a 
human and the body and 
legs of a horse.



COLORFULL
CENTAUR

Creature from Greek 
mythology, winged with 
the head, arms and torso 
of a human and the body 
and legs of a horse.



The word "angel" derives 
from the Greek ἄγγελος 
angelos, 'messenger.' This 
name was already used in 
ancient Greece, according 
to the Greek pantheon the 
demon Angelia (Ἀγγελία) 
was the messenger of the 
gods, daughter of the 
messenger god Hermes.

ANGELS



The word "angel" derives 
from the Greek ἄγγελος 
angelos, 'messenger.' This 
name was already used in 
ancient Greece, according 
to the Greek pantheon the 
demon Angelia (Ἀγγελία) 
was the messenger of the 
gods, daughter of the 
messenger god Hermes.

ANGELS



Mystical and poetic 
performance. Discovering 
herself, the sculptor who 
works stealthily from within 
to define her being and 
thus find herself.

https://youtu.be/fA6l1dt0KVM

DISCOVER 
YOUR INSIDE

https://youtu.be/fA6l1dt0KVM


Bohemian sculptural 
composition where three 
stone characters generate 
scenes that transport the 
viewer into suggestive 
lyrical worlds.

THE ISLAND 
OF LOVES



Suggestive marble figure 
ideal for ancient, 
historical settings, 
receptions, etc.

MARBLE 
MAIDEN



Classic Roman or Greek 
figures. White, neat, 
majestic.

AGORA



To honor Artemis 
Caryatid, 
Peloponnesian women 
often performed folk 
dances with baskets of 
plants on their heads, 
an image that inspired 
the aesthetics of the 
caryatid.

CARYATID



Popular Roman gladiator 
on a base that transports 
us to the majestic epic 
tales of legendary feats of 
heroes or mythical origins.

ROMAN



The feather was given as a 
sign of respect and honor. 
Native Americans who 
possessed certain personal 
abilities or who 
accomplished something of 
great significance to the 
tribe were candidates for 
receiving hand feathers from 
chiefs or elders as a sign of 
strength. The Native 
American who wore the 
headdress with the greatest 
number of feathers was 
usually the chief.

AMERICAN
NATIVE



Ente, creature that 
inhabits the forest. 
Magical character 
inspired by folk tales. With 
a height of more than two 
meters. Branches, moss, 
flowers, a mysterious face, 
the wise man who knows 
the history of the forest. 
Make a wish...

TREE OF 
THE WISHES
we have the stilts 
version



Small dreamlike forest of 
human trees. Branches 
that subtly dance in the 
presence of those who visit 
them. Evocation of life, 
communication and 
abundance.

FRUIT TREES



Living nature are two vases 
from which half human, half 
plant flowers grow.

https://youtu.be/nu2CKwK2UAU

LIVING NATURE

https://youtu.be/nu2CKwK2UAU


Another creature half 
plant, half human, with a 
dress covered in roses and 
vegetation.

LIVING NATURE



STRAWBERRY 
TREE BEAR

It realistically represents 
the heraldic arms of 
Madrid, with the 
strawberry tree exceeding 
the bear in height and the 
bear resting its hands on 
the trunk and directing its 
jaws towards one of the 
fruits.



Comic football player, 
black and white in 
levitation, impressive 
static action 2D optical 
effect.

FOOTBALL 
PLAYER



Authentic vintage comic 
style mountaineer. High 
mountain skis, backpack, 
mat, front, ...

ALPINIST



We have various magical 
levitating structures with 
which to take the public to 
impossible realities!

See all the possibilities

levitating 
structures



BELOW WE PRESENT SOME OF THE 
CHARACTERS ON STILTS AND 

ANOTHER TYPE OF ANIMATION, 
EACH THEME IS ADAPTED TO THE 

CUSTOMER'S REQUEST.

PARTIES AND THEMES
À LA CARTE



AERIAL
DANCE

VIDEO

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CfB
w-UpD_32/?utm_source=ig_web_cop
y_link

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CfBw-UpD_32/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CfBw-UpD_32/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CfBw-UpD_32/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


VIDEO

https://www.instagram.com/p/
CJ1957PidG4/?utm_source=ig_
web_copy_link

Elegant, gestural and 
brilliant performance. 
Mirror wardrobe on stilts 
with various options of 
masks and heads. 
Option on stilts or 
ground

MIRRORS

https://www.instagram.com/p/CJ1957PidG4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CJ1957PidG4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CJ1957PidG4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


MIRRORS



Metaphorical couple formed 
by TV and EYE with leds.

The TV program is 
customizable: request a TV 
program with personalized 
messages, your logo, images 
and gifs for your 
celebrations, parties, events.

Its coverage is mirrors.

The eye has integrated led 
lights in its head and an 
infinity mirror with leds in the 
iris. Also with customizable 
colors.

Also adapt the costumes of 
the characters to your style. 

TV-EYE VIDEO

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CfB
w-UpD_32/?utm_source=ig_web_cop
y_link

https://www.instagram.com/reel/CfBw-UpD_32/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CfBw-UpD_32/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CfBw-UpD_32/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


Set of dancers with led 
costumes, on stilts and on 
the floor.

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=9pJwcul1kkk

LIGHT NINJAS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pJwcul1kkk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pJwcul1kkk


Set of dancers with led 
costumes, on stilts and on 
the floor.

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=9pJwcul1kkk

LIGHT NINJAS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pJwcul1kkk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pJwcul1kkk


Crazy couple, moving 
painting, characters with 
beautiful colors, fluorine 
and happy, striking and 
pleasant wherever they go.

THE LIVING 
PAINTING



Performance on stilts, 
various white characters 
with luminous wings. 
Various options: set in 
venice, period characters, 
elegant, etc.

COMEDIA
DELL’ARTE



Performance on stilts, 
various white characters. 
Various options: set in 
venice, period characters, 
elegant, etc.

COMEDIA
DELL’ARTE



ARISTOCRATS

They are characters in 
white tones, their 
elegant appearance 
and good manners 
make them good "ice 
breakers".

They can be 
accompanied with 
luminous elements: led 
wings, fiber optic whip, 
umbrella with lights.





Performance on stilts, two 
butterflies with luminous 
wings. Various options: set 
in venice, period 
characters, elegant, etc.

BUTTERFLYES



Performance on the 
floor, one or two swans 
with luminous costume. 
Various options: set in 
venice, period 
characters, elegant, etc.

SWANS 
OF LIGHT



In this image, we 
introduce an Octopop 
in a shopping center. 
The size, color, 
movements and color 
of this puppet is of 
great attraction.

OCTOPUS 
INVASION



Two characters on stilts wink at 
the cabaret dancers.
Acting on chair and false legs, 
very interactive and funny.

cabaret 
burlesque



cabaret 
burlesque

Two characters 
similar to the 
previous ones, this 
time without a chair. 
Man and woman with 
false legs make the 
audience laugh, 
highly interactive 
and comical 
performance.



Table with a contortionist 
comic performance, set in 
the circus-burlesque style. 
Static or with 
displacement.

cabaret
burlesque
the contortionist



These two harlequins 
have come to break 
the ice with their 
funny personalities, 
their beautiful 
costumes and games. 
They are a nice 
welcome for your 
party.

HARLEQUINS



Iconic characters, Dead 
Mouse and Emoji are ideal 
characters for electronic 
parties and other parties.

Dead mouse incorporates 
leds in his head.

DEAD MOUSE
and EMOJI



These characters have a 
great game of acting, winks 
and gestural 
communication with the 
public.
Film noir-inspired aesthetic 
juxtaposed with Marbel's 
aesthetic, we present an 
authentic 2D experience 
that plays with visual 
perception.

https://youtube.com/shorts
/du_LTmPGOYw?feature=sh
are

GANGS



Two spectacular and 
striking costumes, a 
man and a woman 
who symbolize birds 
of the jungle. The 
wings are articulated.

THE JUNGLE



Endearing and 
spectacular entity of 
the forest on stilts.

THE THREE



Original hippie 
characters Be amazed 
by their props. The 
crazy one with flowers, 
an elegant 
psychedelic, gurus of 
good vibes, ... ask all 
the possibilities!

FLOWER 
POWER



Fun classic hippie 
van, with Hindi 
decoration, LEDs and 
very funny hippie 
driver. Character on 
stilts or character on 
the ground. Also 
functional for 
photocall.

THE HIPPIE VAN



Beautiful enchanted 
mushrooms on stilts 
with delicate clothing. 
Leds integrated in the 
hat.

ENCHANTED 
MUSHROOMS



ELFS

Performer who embodies a 
mischievous goblin.



Beautifull and fun 
couple of catrinas in 
stilts or standing.

CATRINAS



MS AND MR 
STORM

Characters with storm 
cloud headdresses. On 
stilts, ready to give the 
party the magic touch.



COTTON CANDY

Sweet characters with 
sticky props



BLUE ART
artistic 
variations



STEAMPUNK 
(assorted styles)

1.Classic



STEAMPUNK

2.Gypsy style
3.Golden style



STEAMPUNK

4.BLACK



Elegant performance with 
stilt walkers dressed in 
tails for special occasions.

STILTWALKERS
WITH FRAC



Between scenography and 
bodypainting, these pieces 
of extreme visual beauty 
are born.

TIGER
INSTALATION



Shows with different 
clowns, adaptable to any 
event.

COMEDY SHOW



BELOW WE PRESENT A 
MISCELLANEOUS OF CHARACTERS 

ADAPTED TO THE CUSTOMER'S 
WISH.

AND MORE…



Each client has their 
ideas, tastes and 
preferences, we want our 
service to be 
satisfactory, so we adapt 
to them.



We have a wide variety 
of materials for theme 
parties:

Halloween, witches and 
warlocks, brochure, 
aliens, fictional, 
cabaret, light, 
harlequins, cowboys 
and Indians, romans, 
bdsm, hippie, 
steampunk, circus, etc.



If you don't find 
something in the 
catalog, contact us.
Our creative team will 
attend to your requests.



Animation and games for 
adults and children on stilts.

PLAY!



HORROR 
CLOWNS



THE PURGUE



SCARECROW



SANATORIUM



An endearing and 
eccentric character 
from "Alice in 
Wonderland." Attractive 
performance for adults 
and children.

MAD HATTER



THE CAGE
SPECIAL
HALLOWEEN



FALL ANGEL
SPECIAL
HALLOWEEN



THE FAR WEST













All the performances and 
shows that we have 

presented to you are 
potentially adaptable, in 

addition our creative team 
can make any proposal 

possible.

Tell us your idea and we will 
make it possible!

JORGE BALMASEDA 
667 201 551

MARTA LLOPART  
602 476 209

alucinarte.eventos@gmail.com

https://alucinarteventos.com/

AND:

INSTAGRAM 
FACEBOOK
YOUTUBE

mailto:alucinarte.eventos@gmail.com
https://alucinarteventos.com/


THANK YOU!


